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1. Introduction

Although derivational morphology is central to the lexicon of Old English (Kastovsky 1992), the analysis of adverb formation at this diachronic stage of the English language has not received much attention. Apart from the brief discussions found in descriptive grammars, such as Mitchell (1985), Campbell (1987) or Lass (1994), the only work focusing on the formation of adverbs is Nicolai (1907). Nicolai classifies the non-basic adverbs of Old English on the grounds of the category of the base on which they are formed and the morphological process from which the derivative results. Within the sub-class of deadjectival adverbs, which constitutes the most heterogeneous group in adverb formation, Nicolai distinguishes the following patterns:

(1) (based on Nicolai 1907)

a. adverbs derived from adjectives by means of -e: bealde ‘boldly’

b. adverbs derived from adjectives by means of -lice: cwiculice ‘vigorously’

d. adverbs ending in -a: tela ‘well’
e. adverbs that coincide in form with the adjective from which they derive: beah ‘high’
f. adverbs from the genitive singular of the adjective: calle ‘all’
g. adverbs from the dative plural of the adjective: middum ‘in the middle’
h. adverbs from the neuter accusative of the adjective: læst ‘most’
i. adverbs from adposition plus inflected noun: togedere ‘together’
j. adverbs from the comparative of the adjective: æro ‘earlier’
k. adverbs from the superlative of the adjective: oftost ‘most often’

In spite of Nicolai’s valuable contribution to the tradition of philological studies, his work does not incorporate basic methodological distinctions on which there is consensus in contemporary linguistic theory, such as the ones between synchronic and diachronic processes and the differences between inflectional morphology and derivational morphology. An important consequence of this is that there are instances in which the adverb cannot be formed by productive means in Old English, which is tantamount to saying that no affixes can be distinguished from the perspective of contemporary morphological analysis. Another shortcoming of Nicolai’s study is the lack of a clear-cut distinction between compounding and derivation. This author does not draw a dividing line between words and phrases, either. And, finally, his analysis is not exhaustive. As a general assessment, Nicolai’s analysis on the formation of adverbs in Old English calls for a thorough revision based on up-to-date linguistic theory. Moreover, an exhaustive analysis of adverb formation is also needed, since Nicolai’s inventories are not complete, as is clear from a comparison with any dictionary of Old English.

Given this state of the art, the aim of this article is to offer an exhaustive description of adverb formation in Old English as well as an explanation of the derivational processes that turn out adverbs in Old English, namely zero derivation, conversion, affixation and compounding. While affixation and compounding are used as in standard terminology, it must be borne in mind that zero derivation is used with the meaning of affixless derivation or derivation without inflectional affixes and that conversion represents a special case of zero derivation in which the target category is morphologically invariable. Throughout the discussion the position is held that conversion requires a Complex Word structure because inflection takes place at the immediate level of the word. Section 2 deals with descriptive questions, while section 3 engages in explanatory matters. Section 4 concludes by summarizing the main contributions of this research.
2. The description of adverb formation in Old English

The lexical database of Old English Nerthus (www.nerthusproject.com) contains a total of ca. 30,000 entries, or headwords, taken primarily from Clark Hall’s *A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary* (1996), and secondarily from Bosworth and Toller’s *An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary* (1973) and Sweet’s *The Student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon* (1976). I have followed the formalism adopted by Nerthus in two respects that deserve some comment. To begin with, I have opted for the colon to represent vowel length. And, secondly, I have kept the numbered headwords filed by Nerthus to maximize morphologically relevant contrast among predicates. As Martín Arista (2010a) explains, numbered entries have been used to account for different category, different morphological class or different alternative spellings, for predicates otherwise equal. For instance, *a:bu:tan* 1 ‘on, about, around, on the outside, round about’ is an adposition and *a:bu:tan* 2 ‘about, nearly’, an adverb. Similarly, *andfenge* 1 ‘acceptable, agreeable, approved, fit, suitable’ is an adjective, whereas *andfenge* 2 ‘undertaker, helper, receptacle’ is a noun. As for morphological class, *bese:on* 1 ‘to see, look, look round’, for example, is a Class V strong verb, whereas *bese:on* 2 ‘to suffuse’ qualifies as a Class I strong verb. In a similar vein, *byr∂e* 1 ‘bearer, supporter’ is a masculine noun whereas *byr∂e* 2 ‘child-bearer, mother’ is feminine. Regarding alternative spellings, two or more predicates receive a different number if they have different spelling variants, as is the case with *fo:dder* 1 ‘fodder, food; darnel, tares’ with variants *fo:ddor* 1, *fo:ddur* 1, *fo:ter*, and *fo:ddor*; *fo:dder* 2 ‘case, sheath’ with variants *fo:ddor* 2 and *fo:ddur* 2; and *fo:dder* 3 ‘hatchet’, with variants *fo:ddor* 3 and *fo:ddur* 3.

Nerthus yields a total of 1,654 adverbs (for the whole inventory, see the Appendix). The figure is comparatively low: adverbs represent around five percent of the lexicon, as opposed to nouns, which constitute, approximately, fifty percent of the lexicon, and adjectives and verbs, which count for twenty percent each. Focusing on the adverb, 138 adverbs have been found that cannot be derived by productive morphological means from any other word (or stem). The low figure of basic adverbs (138 out of 1,654) points out that the adverb constitutes a derived category. As an illustration of basic adverbs consider:

\[(2)\]  
\[a: 1 \text{ ‘always’, } fægre \text{ ‘fairly’, } hand 2 \text{ ‘exactly’, } na:nwiht 2 \text{ ‘not at all’, } side 1 \text{ ‘ample’}.\]

Turning to non-basic adverbs, 122 have undergone conversion processes. Conversion involves category extension (which brings about semantic modification) without formal change. On the other hand, zero-derivation takes place when there is a categorial extension that triggers a formal contrast between the source category and the target category. This formal contrast affects all forms...
of the inflectional paradigm of the target category. The typology of zero-derivation phenomena in Old English includes (Martín Arista, fc-a): (i) zero derivation with explicit inflectional morphemes and without explicit derivational morphemes, as in *ri:dan* ‘to ride’ > *ri:da* ‘rider’; (ii) zero derivation without explicit or implicit morphemes, whether inflectional or derivational, as in *bi:dan* ‘to delay’ > *bi:d* ‘delay’; (iii) zero derivation without inflectional or derivational morphemes and with ablaut, as in *dri:fan* ‘to drive’ > *dra:f* ‘action of driving’; and (iv) zero derivation with ablaut and unproductive formatives such as *-m* in *fle:on* ‘to fly’ > *fle:am* ‘flight’.

Converted adverbs, according to the definitions just provided, are illustrated by (3). The target category is given between brackets:


Conversion raises the problem of determining the direction of the process: either from the adverb or towards the adverb. The solution that I propose is based on the existence of inflection: whereas nouns and adjectives are highly inflected in Old English, adverbs are practically invariable with the exception of the expression of comparative or superlative grade, which is infrequent. I assume that conversion takes place from the more inflected to the less inflective class, that is, from nouns and adjectives to adverbs. This proposal is consistent with the well-attested diachronic evolution (Givón 2009:57) whereby inflectional morphology turns into derivational morphology. The adverb itself provides evidence for this view, given that some derivational suffixes are former inflectional morphemes, such as *–e* in *bealde* ‘boldly’ or *–es* in *ealles* ‘all’. Another argument in favor of this view can be found in verbal Ablaut, which produces preterit and past participle stems that, ultimately, are available as bases of derivation.

98 adverbs can be analyzed as having been converted from adjectives (e.g. *a:nli:pe 2* ‘alone’, *wider 3* ‘against’), whereas 4 adverbs only have been converted from nouns (e.g. *binderling 2* ‘backwards’, *sci:re 1* ‘brightly’). Along with these, 19 adverbs have been found for which there is a nominal and an adjectival candidate for base of conversion (e.g. *si:∂ 2* ‘late’, *twigilde 2* ‘with a double payment’). When more than one category can be the base of conversion (typically, the adjective and the noun) the adjective is chosen for two reasons: firstly, because categorial polysemy is far more frequent between the adverb and the adjective (98 instances out of 122) and, secondly, because the adverb and the adjective are modifiers, the former at clause level and the latter at phrase level.
Affixation involves the addition of an affix to a base of derivation, with or without change of the lexical category of the input. Affixation is the most productive derivational process engaged in adverb formation (865 out of 1,654), that is to say, more than fifty percent of adverbs are formed by means of affixation, suffixation qualifying as far more productive than prefixation. To take prefixation first, there were 199 prefixal adverbs. An illustration follows in (4) in which the relevant prefixes are given between brackets:

(4) a:bu:fan ‘above’ (a:-), afterso:na ‘soon, afterwards’ (after-), ægbwær ‘everywhere’ (æ:ɡ-), æforan 2 ‘beforehand’ (æ:ɹ-), ande:ages ‘eye to eye’ (and-), beæftan 1 ‘after’ (be-), binnan 2 ‘inside’ (bi-), calfela ‘very much’ (eal-), callrihte ‘just’ (call-), cntwa: ‘into two equal parts’ (em-), forberendli:ce ‘tolerably’ (for), foregle:awli:ce ‘providently’ (fore-), forðmid ‘at the same time’ (forð-), fre:aofestli:ce ‘very quickly’ (fre:a-), fulgeare ‘quite well’ (ful-), fulgeorne ‘very eagerly’ (full-), geblwær ‘everywhere’ (ge-), incu:di:ce ‘grievously’ (in-), ofďu:ne 1 ‘down’ (of-), oferecall ‘anywhere’ (ofer-), onæ:r ‘formely’ (on-), sa:mha:l ‘unwell’ (sa:m), samli:ce ‘together’ (sam-), tocyrca:werd ‘towards church’ (to:-), dūrblōge ‘continuously’ (dürb-), u:ba:blinnendli:ce ‘unceasingly’ (un-), underbæc ‘backwards’ (under-), u:pweard ‘upwards’ (u:p-), wiðeæftan 1 ‘from behind’ (wið-), wiðerrehte: ‘opposite’ (wiðer-), ymbu:tan 2 ‘around’ (ymb-).

The most frequent prefixal pattern involves the negative affix un- (46 instances), followed by the affix for- (25 instances), on- (20 instances) and a:- (14 instances). Turning to suffixation, 666 adverbs are derived by means of this process. The figure is high not only in comparison with prefixed adverbs, but also with respect to the total number of adverbs: around forty percent of adverbs are suffixal. Instances of adverb suffixation include:

(5) elcora ‘else’ (-a), eftan ‘from behind’ (-an), efterwearde ‘behind’ (-e), ierrenga ‘angrily’ (-enga), andlanes 1 ‘along’ (-es), dy:flig ‘brambly’ (-ig), forhtige ‘humbly’ (-ige), bra:dlinga ‘flatly’ (-linga), æ:fenli:ce ‘in the evening’ (-li:ce), ba:cling ‘backwards’ (-ling), callmæ:st ‘nearly all’ (mæ:st), eftum ‘after’ (-um), a:nunga ‘at once’ (-unga).

The commonest pattern of adverb suffixation makes use of the suffix –li:ce (401 instances), followed by the suffix –e (124 instances). It is worth mentioning that whereas prefixation produces fewer derivatives by means of more prefixes, suffixation turns out more derivatives with fewer suffixes (there are 666 suffixed adverbs derived by 13 different suffixes and only 199 prefixed adverbs derived by means of 31 different prefixes), which stresses the productive character of the
suffixes that derive adverbs in Old English. The suffixes illustrated at (5) include those corresponding to the nominative of weak adjectives -an (18 instances), the genitive singular of nouns -es (46 instances), the genitive plural of nouns -a (8 instances) and the dative of adjectives and nouns -um (40 instances). Although Campbell (1987) and Lass (1994) consider the adverbs displaying these suffixes a product of inflection, these authors also remark that their nominal and adjectival bases have taken on a new adverbial meaning. I turn to suffixation by means of -an, -es, -a and -um in Section 3.

64 compound adverbs have been found throughout the analysis, illustrated by the following instances, for which the base is provided between brackets:

(6) (ge)welhwæ:r ‘nearly everywhere’ (hwæ:r 1), hwæ:hwega ‘somewhere about’ (hwega), e:astlang ‘to the east’ (lang), ecerme:lum ‘by acres’ (me:lum), e:astrīte ‘due east’ (rihte), a:du:nweard ‘downwards’ (weard 3), bringwis:an ‘ringwise’ (wi:se 2).

Approximately four percent of adverbs are formed through compounding. The patterns of adverb formation, by frequency, can be broken down as follows: noun+noun (31 instances), adverb+adverb (24 instances), noun+adverb (4 occurrences), adverb+adjective (3 instances) and noun+adjective (1 instance). There is one single case of three elements, westnor:lang ‘extending north-westwards’, formed by adverb+adverb+adjective. Unexpectedly, the commonest pattern is the one formed by noun+noun (adverbs with base me:lum), followed by the more predictable pattern adverb+adverb.

The morphological analysis reported in this section has shown that the formation of Old English adverbs reflects the associative character of the lexicon of the language pointed out by Kastovsky (1992:294):

The OE [Old English-GMV] vocabulary thus is ‘associative’, the present-day English vocabulary is ‘dissociated’, because very often besides a Germanic lexical item there are semantically related non-Germanic derivatives, as in mouth:oral, father:parental, sun:solar.

Indeed, lexical creation relies on native resources to produce new lexical items, which brings about families of morphologically related words. The most productive pattern found in the analysis is the formation of adverbs by means of suffixation, particularly of the type -lic adjective > -lice adverb, which constitutes nearly twenty-five percent of adverbs.

Another lesson that can be learned from the morphological analysis that I have carried out is that the formation of adverbs is often gradual, that is, word-formation processes take place in a steplike manner and can, therefore, be
described by means of steplike derivational chains stating clearly input and output predicates (Torre Alonso et al. 2008). This is true of around eighty-five percent of derivations, while the other fifteen percent require hypothetical predicates between two attested forms so as to satisfy the aim of gradualness. Hypothetical predicates perform the function of path predicate, which links a source predicate to a target predicate. All the hypothetical predicates that have been defined are path predicates in the derivational chain of -lice adverbs, such as a:blinnendli:ce in a:blinnan > a:blinnend > a:blinnendli:ce > a:blinnendli:ce ‘indefatigably’. Other adverbs whose gradual analysis of derivation requires a hypothetical predicate include:


When dealing with the degree of transparency displayed by adverb formation, it is worth commenting that 56 adverbs constitute bracketing paradoxes, given that it is not possible to determine the relative order of the morphological processes that the base has undergone throughout derivation. Examples in point are:


In example (8), forcu:de ‘infamously’, can be analyzed in two different ways: as the suffixation [[forcu:de][e]] or as the prefixation [[for][cu:de]]. The same option arises in the gradual analysis of fullfremedli:ce ‘fully’, which can be analyzed as the suffixation [[fullfremed][li:ce]] or as the prefixation [[full][fremedli:ce]].

3. Old English adverb formation and the Layered Structure of the Word

After the morphological description provided by Section 2, Section 3 goes on to explain matters relating to adverb formation. The theoretical model of derivational morphology I have chosen is the Layered Structure of the Word, henceforth LSW. LSW (Martín Arista 2008, 2009, fc-a, b) is a contribution to the morphological theory of Role and Reference Grammar (Foley and Van Valin 1984; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997; Van Valin 2005) that shares with Word Syntax (Baker 2003; Lieber 1992, 2004) and other functional grammars (Dik 1997a, b) the generalization of syntactic rules and principles to morphology. Thus, morphology borrows from syntax a layered structure consisting of a Nucleus to which Arguments are added within a
Core, with which a Periphery can be associated. Each layer has its own operators and operator scope over the outer layers implies scope over the inner layers. Along with the identification of these semantic domains, in LSW the interaction between syntax and morphology is accounted for in terms of projections and constructions: morphological features are projected and, if necessary, percolate in morphological constructions that specify functions in the Simplex Word and the Complex Word. A simplex Word can be broken down into a Nucleus with its derivational and inflectional operators, whereas a Complex Word consists of a Nucleus with its lexical constituents and its derivational and inflectional operators. In other words, the Complex Word is syntactically and semantically motivated, whereas the Simplex Word is semantically motivated only. Categorial features are primitives of description and explanation in the sense that they are not derived and, moreover, some lexical features are derived from them. For example, the affix that performs the function of Periphery of the Complex Word *disbeliever* shows up in the Prefield while the one that functions as Argument takes up the Postfield:

![Diagram](image)

FIGURE 1: Linking meaning-form in the Complex Word

Notice that the arrows in Figure 1 represent the linking meaning-form, from the exocentric morphological construction in which the relevant features are projected from the Argument and percolate to the Core (thus the categorial feature N) to the language-specific morphological template consisting of pre-nuclear and post-nuclear slots that are available for lexical arguments. In a nutshell, the LSW represents elements which can be linked to syntax as lexical constituents in the constituent projection, and elements that cannot be linked to syntax as lexical operators in the operator projection. Grammatical operators at Word level are responsible for inflection.
Whereas tree diagrams constitute monostratal representations of the kind adopted by functional theories of language, derivational chains like the ones shown in (9) are governed by the principle of steplike morphological representation. The major Old English word-formation processes of zero-derivation, conversion, prefixation, suffixation and compounding are illustrated. Square brackets represent derivation (affixation and compounding), round brackets indicate zero-derivation or conversion, and curly brackets are used to account for inflection:

(9) (from Martín Arista 2010 a:8)

a. \[(acan)_V (ece)_N\]N  
zero-derivation, ece ‘pain’

b. \[((suːdern) 1)_{Adj} (suːdern) 2\)_{Adv}\]_{Adv}  
conversion, suːdern 2 ‘southerly’

c. \[[\text{æfter}]_{Adv} [(gengan)_V (genga)]_N\]N  
prefixation, æftergenga ‘follower’

d. \[[\text{æfter}]_{Adj} [belgan]_V \{a:bolgen\}_{Adj} \{nes\}_{Adj} \{nes\}_{Adj}\]N  
suffixation, a:bolgennes ‘irritation’

e. \[[\text{sweord}]_N [(wyrcean)_V (wyrhta)]_N\]N  
compounding, sweordwyrhta ‘sword-maker’

In the remainder of this section I apply the framework of LSW to the formation of Old English adverbs in order to explain the phenomenon under scrutiny as well as to contribute to the development of this theoretical model of derivational morphology. Beginning with conversion, inflection takes place in the Word layer and consequently, conversion affects the Nucleus and the Core of the Word, in such a way that the categorial feature of the Nucleus (source category) is replaced by that of the Core (target category). A case in point is rendered by Figure 2:

\[
\text{WORD}_{Adv} \\
| \\
\text{CORE}_{Adj} \\
| \\
\text{NUC}_{Adj} \\
| \\
\text{Allefne}
\]

FIGURE 2: Conversion as Simplex Word
Conversion does produce complex words in LSW. As I have remarked above, complex words result from the insertion of lexical arguments (syntactic and semantic motivation), not from the insertion of lexical operators (semantic motivation of derivation) or grammatical operators (inflection). This view poses the problem of the motivation of the categorial label in Figure 2, which changes from Adj (adjective) to Adv (adverb) without any formal or functional justification, apart from the category of the derived word. I propose, instead, to explain conversion as the insertion of a word structure into another word structure, which may be counted as a structural and functional reason why the categorial label changes. This requires a modification of the definition of Complex Word in the LSW: a Complex Word is syntactically and semantically motivated, either by the insertion of lexical arguments into argumental slots or of a Simplex Word into the Nucleus. The representation of conversion as giving rise to a Complex Word is given in Figure 3:

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

**FIGURE 3: Conversion as Complex Word**

This representation has two advantages. Firstly, it is parallel to those of affixation and compounding, where the node Complex Word dominates the node Word, which, in turn, directly dominates the element that triggers the morphological process. In Figure 3, similarly, Word causes category change and is dominated by a Complex Word displaying the label of the target category. In the terminology of LSW conversion is an endocentric morphological construction, given that the categorial feature is projected from the Nucleus and cannot percolate from lexical arguments showing up in Argument or Periphery position. And, secondly, the representation of conversion as a Complex Word has the additional advantage of allowing for a unified representation of adverbs formed by inflectional means, referred to in Section 2, where they have been discussed under the label of suffixation. In seeking an explanation of this phenomenon, however, the fact cannot be ignored that, whereas these affixes may constitute derivational means in synchronic analysis, they remain inflectional in a more diachronically oriented
approach. In line with this, Campbell (1987) and Lass (1994) consider a product of inflection the adverbs ending with the nominative of weak adjectives -an, the genitive singular of nouns -es, the genitive plural of nouns –a, and the dative of adjectives and nouns -um, but these authors also remark that their nominal and adjectival bases have taken on a new adverbial meaning. The analysis of conversion as a Complex Word guarantees that no relevant aspect is overlooked while merging synchronic (productive) and diachronic (recoverable) information. Indeed, the constituent projection of the LSW displays the synchronous process of class conversion, whereas the operator projection presents the diachronic process of inflection. This is represented by Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Inflection and conversion in Complex Word](image)

We are now in a position to refine the new definition of the Complex Word in the LSW. As I have remarked above, inflection is dealt with at Word level in the LSW. Assuming that all Word nodes are inflected, a Complex Word can also be morphologically motivated by the insertion of an inflected Simplex Word into a structural position. This provides a more principled motivation of conversion than stating that conversion is the insertion of a word structure into another word structure.
Turning to affixation, this process is always endocentric because it does not involve lexical argument insertion. From the point of view of structural complexity, affixation in adverb formation requires Complex Word tree diagrams for morphological and semantic reasons. With regard to morphology, I have just proposed that conversion is suitably represented by means of a Complex Word, which applies to the conversion from words with both overt and covert inflection. It would be inconsistent, therefore, to analyze affixation, which adds an explicit derivational morpheme, in the Simplex Word as well as to deal with conversion, which lacks derivational marking, in the Complex Word. In semantics, it is often the case that adverbs are derived from adjectives in such a way that the change of meaning is predictable and regular, as in *a:metendlic* ‘limited’ > *a:metendlice* ‘in a limited way’. In this way, an operator with scope over the Complex Way may be responsible for meaning change.

Whereas the conversion and affixation of adverbs project endocentric constructions, compound adverbs occur in endocentric and exocentric constructions. In endocentric constructions the morphological feature of category is projected from the adverbial Nucleus while the category of the Complex Word is assigned by Nucleus of the Word. This entails that there is projection of the features up the layered structure of constituents but there is no percolation. Endocentric constructions are mainly of the type adverb+adverb (24 instances) and, less frequently, of the type noun+adverb (4 instances). Figure 5 represents an endocentric compound:

![FIGURE 5: Endocentric adverbial compound](image)

On the other hand, in the exocentric construction the category of the Complex Word node is assigned by the Adjunct of the compound, which is realized by a non-nuclear element. In this type of construction there is, consequently, percolation of the categorial feature from a non-nuclear element to the nuclear element.
Exocentric constructions are not very frequent and fall into the type adverb+adjective (4 instances). An instance of an exocentric construction in adverbial compounding is shown by Figure 6:

![FIGURE 6: Exocentric construction in compounding](image)

As has been pointed out at the beginning of the section, the distinction between endocentric and exocentric morphological constructions (Martín Arista 2009) is based on constituency, or, more specifically, on the notions of hierarchy (there are heads and non-heads in morphological constructions) and dependence (there are dependents and non-dependents in morphological constructions). The problem arises, however, of how to cope with compound adverbs whose category cannot be projected from any categorial label, or from the Base of the Adjunct. Throughout the analysis, I have come across one instance of adverbial compound with nominal Adjunct and adjectival Base (ge:arlanges ‘from a year’) and 31 instances of adverbial compound with nominal Adjunct and Base (e.g. æcermæ:lum ‘by acres’, ge:armæ:lum ‘year by year’, dre:gmæ:lum ‘at times’). The LSW in its present state does not make provision for these instances because the categorial label of the top node of the tree diagram for the compound cannot be projected or percolated. The solution that I propose in this respect is to assign category at Complex Word label (see Figure 7), but a distinction has to be made between syntactic endocentricity and morphological endocentricity. The former turns up when there is feature percolation. The latter is the case when a morphological feature has to be inserted in the Complex Word layer, as in Figure 7. The operator projection only is given. Notice that, as I have remaked above, categorial features constitute primitives of description and explanation, in such a way that other morphological and lexical features derive from them:
4. Concluding remarks

To sum up, an exhaustive morphological analysis of the Old English adverb has shown that this lexical class is mainly derived and that the direction of derivation is more often from adjective to adverb. An exhaustive analysis on the grounds of unit and process is offered in the Appendix. In the explanatory section of this journal article I have applied the LSW to the formation of adverbs in Old English and reached the conclusion that, whereas this morphological model provides a suitable framework for integrating synchronic and diachronic analysis as well as for allowing the interaction of morphology and syntax by means of generalizations based on lexical argument insertion, it does not deal accurately with conversion. Indeed, it has been shown that an analysis of conversion as giving rise to a Complex Word has advantages not only for conversion itself but also for a principled explanation of derivation by inflectional means. It has also been stressed that the notion of exocentricity held by the LSW is syntactic because it is concerned with the properties of hierarchy and dependence in the insertion of lexical arguments into Word structure. The existence of compounds whose morphological features cannot be projected from either their Base or their Adjunct requires a distinction between syntactic exocentricity (resulting from the percolation of morphological features) and morphological exocentricity (which takes place when a morphological feature has to be inserted at Complex Word level).
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Appendix: Basic And Derived Adverbs In Old English

Basic adverbs (137)

a: 1, aedre 2, æfre, æghwæder 1, æror 1, æt 2, a:hwæder 2, a:hwæord 1, betwæconan 2, betwix 2, binne 2, Bryde 1, hufan 2, husan 2, ec:e, calneg, castweard, efne 1, eft 1, e:lor, e:ggre, feorran 1, feorde, for 2, forne 1, forweard 2, ge:a, geaador, gearwe 1, (ge)ygn, ge:o, geond 2, geosta, ge:se, giet, bedre, ba:dre, hand 2, heonon, he:r 1, hider, bindan, blu:tre, bu:, bu:ru, bu:ru, bu:ru, bu:ru, bu:ru, bu:ru, bu:ru, bwanon, bwarne, bwega, bwene, bwergen, bwider, bwidre, bwonne, bwy 1, ilce, inder, inn 2, ionna, ia: 1, les 3, late, loft, loftan, lungre, ly:lwoun, mid 2, na:, ne:fre, ne:nig, ne 1, na:niht 2, na:wa, na:werp, ne 1, nealles, nearwe, neodan, nee, nic, nu: 1, ny:na, of 2, ofor 2, oft, on 2, rihte, same, same, samod 1, scærpe 1, si:de 1, simbel 1, simble, su:ome, si:de 1, sundor, swa: 1, tla, tinge, to: 2, to:bwoga, tulge, tuwa:, twibote 1, da: 1, de:r 1, das, det 1, danon, de:ah 1, de:ana, de:den 1, dicce 2, dider, don 1, drwa, durh 2, durh:ut 2, dus, dy:, ufor, under 2, unw:eo 2, unwierde 1, u:r 1, weard 3, wc:as, wel 1, west, wi:de:ferh 2, wiht 2, wi:sne 2, wi:dfan, ymbe 3

Converted adverbs (123)


Prefixed adverbs (199)

after- (1) afters:na
æ:- (6) æghwæ:r, æghwes, æghwæna 2, æghwanone, æghwanum, æghwider
æt- (7) ætforan 2, ætgedere, ethwa:re, ethwega, ethwone, ætihrihte, ætsamne
and- (1) andecages
be- (12) beasfan 1, be:castan, be:castannoridan, beforan 2, befullan 1, begeondan 2, beheonan 2, behindan 2, behu:wan, benor:dan, be:wu:dan, be:westan 2
bi- (1) binnan 2
cal- (1) celfa
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call- (4) calltribe, callswa, callswilce, calltiela
em- (1) emtna:
for- (25) forberendlicce, fore:ade, fore:adelice, forgeare, forgeorne, forbradlicce, forbrade, forhnegera, forbywn, forbyn:., forinliche, forinweardlicce, forlun, forlonge, forlustlince, fore:ab, fornytillicce, foroxt, forso:., forswetolte, forde:arle, forde:arllice, fordon 1, foru:tan 1, forwel
fore- (3) foregle:rwli:ce, foremanig, foremib:rigli:ce
forð- (2) forðmid, forðribte
fre:a- (1) fre:aofstllice
ful- (2) fulgeare, fulha:l
ful- (5) fulgeorne, ful:medomli:ce, fulloft, fullræde, ful:ricene
ge- (7) gehmær, gehwanon, gehwider, gelitce 2, gelo:me, genehe, geðre:f
in- (3) incu:diclice, instede, instepe 1
of (2) ofu:ne 1, ofstede
ofer- (9) ofer:all, oferbe:afod, oferbygdiglice, oferi:dllice, oferli:ce, ofermi:diglice, ofer:rillice, ofer:swi:de, ofer:ufa
on- (20) oner, onbec, onbecling, onbu:tan 1, ondune, onemn 2, onforan 2, ongeador, onhindan, onhinder, onhinderling, oninnan 2, onli:ce, onrihte:lice, onsun:dran, onsun:drum, onu:fan 2, onu:ppan 2, onu:tan, onweg 1
sam- (2) samhāl, sa:mmwi:lice
sam- (1) samllice
to:- (8) to:cyrcanwerd, todag, toxe:acan 2, to:ge:are, to:ge:are, to:gi:fe, to:bwon, to:morgen
durh- (1) udolonge
under- (2) underbece, under:ne:odan
up- (1) up:weard
wid- (9) widetan 1, wid:castan, widforan 2, widhindan, widinnan 1, wid:ne:odan, wid:purpon, widu:tan 2, wid:westan
widr- (1) widerræhtes
ymb- (1) ymbu:tan 2

Suffixed adverbs (666)
-a (8) elcora, fora, ge:ara, midlunga, samnuniga, singala, soo:na
-an (18) aftan, e:astan, edni:wan, foran 2, geo:tran, gierstran, innan 2, ne:an, ni:wan, nor:dan 1, seldan, s:idan, siddan 1, s:dan, uf:nan 1, u:tan, westan, wi:dan
-c (124) afterweard, ærne, angsume, beclinge, beald, bearmte, beorhte, bitre, blate, ble:ate, brade, ca:fe, cealde, ceorlice, cu:de, de:ope, deorce, dro:fe, du:ne, dyrne:egere, e:astane, calle,
enge, ame, edo:ige, endyfite, feste, feo:ranse, fi:fte, forewaerde, for:hte, fra:code, fre:summe,
franli:ce, fule, ge:cre, ge:more, (ge)ble:owe, ge:were, (ge)lys:ce, ge:orne, (ge)ru:me,
h:ste, h:ze, he:age, he:ame, he:arde, he:fige, he:one:ne, he:de, hi:we:culo:lice, bl:ude, holde, hwe:de,
e, hwe:de 1, hwe:de, hwe:li:ce, lane, la:de, le:ase, le:ode, li:xe:nde, ma:gif:alde, neode 1, neode:ane, ni:ede,
imade, ni:ere, ny:ntede, ofere, recede, recene, sa:re, scea:frithre, se:ode, si:xe, smale,
sm:ad:ancole, smicere, smide, so:de, strange, swe:re 1, swearte, swe:tole, swe:te, syndri:ge,
es:ode, tor:hte, tor:ne, trage, twel:fte, de:arf:le:ase, de:arle, done 1, drume, un:fe:ne, unfor:hte,
un:go:fe:ge, un:gilde 1, un:wa:ce, un:swi:de, un:ste, uni:ne, u:te, waxe, wearme, westane, wi:de, wi:hte,
wli:te, wri:ste, wr:de, wul:orf:ste, ytle
onge:can:we:arde, or:dan:ce, se:vil:les, si:mbles, si:n:ges, so:de, strea:my:nes, su:we:arde,
 un:we:arde:es, wi:les, wor:des
-ig (1) dy:flig
-ige (1) for:ti:ge
i:wi:linga
(ge)dw:oli:ce, (ge)efen:li:ce, (ge)en:di:by:ri:ce,
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Compound adverbs (64)

hwær 1 (4) (ge)wellwær, na:hwær, na:thwær, welgehwær

hwegea (5) luc:bwega, bwe:rbwega, bwanonbwegu, bwidewbeqa, bwi:lbwega

lang (5) eastlang, ge:arlanges, nor:dlang, westlang, westnorlang


rihte (5) ca:trihte, he:rrhihte, su:drhihte, de:rrhihte, westrihtes

weard 3 (11) ad:unweard, ba:noweard, bindanweard, nordanweard, ofdu:aweard, sudweard, toge:dereweard, danonweard, diderweard, diderweardes, westanweard

wisc 2 (3) bringwi:san, by:wise:we, scipwi:san

Hypothetical predicates (233)
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\[\text{Ambiguous (64)}\]
\[\text{Ambiguous (64)}\]

\[\text{Bracketing paradoxes (56)}\]

\[\text{received: 17 November 2009}
\text{revised: 23 April 2010}\]